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THREE KEY FACTORS
1. HOSE LENGTH is the key factor which will allow
the SwirollTM to work effectively.
2. Most of the time, the use of 45o or 90o fittings
is not recommended.
3. It is suggested to install new hoses.

HOW TO DETERMINE HOSE LENGTH
Always consider the following guidelines when determining hose length:
1. Lower hoses should be as short as possible. Short lower hoses will prevent the SwirollTM from banking too
much and prevent hose fittings from hitting the SwirollTM rings.
2. Upper hoses should be as short as possible while allowing for full head motion.

LOWER HOSES

STEP 1
>
		
Install the Swiroll

TM

		 STEP 2
>
		

unit on the harvesting head

Center the Swiroll’s spherical manifold at no angle. Tilt head down.

		
> STEP 3
		
		

Measure hose length required between the bottom of the SwirollTM and the body valve. It’s also important to keep
in mind that hoses will stretch with time.

		 STEP 4
>
		

Cut all hoses at the same length. Install hoses. It’s important not to tangle hoses during installation.
MANIFOLD AT
NO ANGLE

These are good examples of optimal hose lenght

The following pictures show lower hoses that are mixed up or too long:

UPPER HOSES
The goal is to allow just enough length to the hose group so it can twist around the rotor while following the
head’s motions.

> STEP 1
		

Rotate harvesting head to the point where hoses will be most extended

>
		 STEP 2
		
		
		

Measure MINIMUM hose length required between the stick boom and the SwirollTM (with spherical manifold at
a natural angle towards the machine’s stick). Cut all hoses at the same length. Install hoses. It’s important not to
mix hoses during installation.

The following video is available for viewing on Youtube. It illustrates well the proper hose lengths:
http://tinyurl.com/bm7k6va
If the harvesting head is mainly used as a processor, hoses could be working in a different manner. Please contact
us for more information
info@taimi.ca
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